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" This invention relates y¿to ~ irriprovements‘in 
packing material ofthe general’ type and kind 
disclosed in United States Letters-Patent to A. M. 
Goodloe‘No, 2,250,863,V wherein is disclosed a body 
of indeterminate length and suitable cross-sec 
tional shape Yformed from ‘knitted'metallic fab 
ric, and characterized bythe possession of a high 
degree of ñexibility alongy its longitudinal axis. 

In packing material of the type to which thisl 
invention relates,'it is desirable the body forma 
tion be such that the same‘is adequately resistant 
‘to transverse crushing pressure, land yet suffi-,1 
ciently resilient to readily conform tov surfaces 
against‘or between which the ‘material is: ar 
ranged and compressed for packing effect. Inv 
the study of pack'ingmaterial of the kind here 
involved, I have noted'that, when made of rov 
ings or convolved 'sections _or layers of Aknitted 
metallic mesh of uniform wire or ribbon' size, 
weight and grade throughout, the desired‘resil‘ 
iency factor is not altogether satisfactory, espe 
cially under heavy loads or pressure, and that 
the material vtends to too 'densely packy under 
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compression without suf?cient recovery to assure ¢ 
uniform sealing contact with the Surfaces en 
gaged, especially when such surfaces begin to 
wear in use., 
Having these things in mind, it is an object of 

this invention to provide an improved body struc 
ture in the make-up of packing material 0f the 
kind referred to, whereby the factor of inherent 
resiliency is greatly increased, and yet the con 
tacting sealing surface of the material main` 
tained sufficiently dense for good sealing eiîect. 
To this end, the present invention comprises a 
packing material made of graded metallic mesh 
sections or layers wrought into the desired cable 
like formation, for use as is, or adapted to be 
braided into an ultimate packing body of desired 
cross-sectional shape; wherein a center core or 
section is provided which is formed of knitted 
relatively hard metallic wire or ribbon of com 
paratively coarse or heavy gauge and around 
which and enclosing the same are applied a pe 
ripheral section comprising layer or layers of 
knitted comparatively soft metallic wire or rib 
bon of relatively iine or small gauge. In such 
composite structure, the comparatively hard and 
coarse or heavy wire mesh core will provide an 
internal cushion of relatively high resiliency fac 
tor, in support of the peripheral layer or layers 
of relatively soft and iine wire mesh which is best 
adapted for sealing contact with the surfaces 
against which the material is engaged for‘pack 
ing eiîect. 
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Other objects of this invention, not at this time 
more particularly enumerated, willbeunderstood 
from the »following detailed*4 description of - `the 
same. „’ , . ’ . 

An illustrative embodiment of the novel pack 
ing material made of knitted` metallic mesh ̀:is 
shown in the accompanying drawing; in which: 

Fig. l is a fragmentary side elevation .oflthe 
flexible cable-like packing body',` peripheral lay 
ers being broken away to showïa portion ‘of the 
internal cushioning core «portion thereof ;` Fig. `2 
is a schematic cross-‘sectional View vof the-body, 
drawn on an enlarged scale; and Fig.y 3 is af frag 
mentary elevational View’ with portions’of the 
core forming and-peripheral section-forming me 
tallic mesh layers opened out to show their'com 
parative characteristics. ` fr. ` < ` 

Similar .characters of reference-are employed 
in the above described-views, to indicate corre 
sponding parts.- l ï ’ ' »-  

The packing body A according'to this‘invention 
is made upfrom strips of knitted metallic -wire 
`fabric of desired length and suitable width; 'The 
strips preferably comprise tubular.f knitfine'tallic 
wire fabric members-.which are flattened to'form 
double ply strips, although it will be obvious vthat 
ñat or warp knit single ply strips may be option 
ally used. A plurality of said strips, varying in. 
number according to the diametric size of packing 
body to be produced, are used. 
For the purpose of illustration, one or more 

y mesh strips I0, knitted from -comparatively hard 
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and coarse or heavy Wire, being rolled laterally 
to form a center cushioning member or core B, 
upon which one or more successively applied 
overlying strips, e. g. H and l2, knitted from re1 
atively soft and fine wire, are convolutely super 
imposed to form an external or peripheral sec 
tion C. The latter strips are laterally rolled 
or wound tightly about thecore B and upon one 
another until the body A is built up to a desired 
diameter in. cross-section. 'I'he knitted loops of 
the thus assembled core and peripheral section 
forming strips are all disposed parallel to the 
longitudinal axis of the resultant body, thus per 
mitting relative sliding action between adjacentv 
or interlinking knitted loops of the mesh, whereby 
the longitudinal iiexibility of the resultant body 
is assured without tendency to substantially alter 
or deform the uniformity of the cross-sectional 
shape of the body; all in the manner and accord 
ing' to principles fully disclosed in the above-men 
tioned Patent 2,250,863 to Goodloe. 

Since the center core B is formed from strip 
or strips knitted4 from comparatively hard and 
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coarse or heavy metallic wire or ribbon, the re 
sultant body thereof will possess a high factor 
of resiliency, so that a highly efficient cushioning 
support of the peripheral section C is assured, 
whereby, in use of the packing, said peripheral 
section C will be yieldably pressed outward in 
very close hugging conformity to a surface with 
which the packing is operatively engaged in use ; 
and since the peripheral section C comprises a 
fine and comparatively soft mesh, the desired 
sealing of its contact with the surface engaged is 
obtained. f 

In practice the loop or mesh size of the pe 
ripheral section forming strip or strips is pref 
erably very small, so as to provide a substantial 
degree of density, as is desirable for sealing ef 
fect; whereas, the loop or mesh size of the core 
forming strip or strips is comparatively large, and 
consequently a somewhat more openly porous 
structure is formed at the center of the pack-  
ing body, thereby providing the latter with a 
maximum storage capacity for a suitable lubri 
catîng agent, such e. g. as oil, grease or graphite, 
which, when charged thereinto, will be served 
outwardly therefrom to and through the pe- L. 
ripheral section C of the packing body to the 
surface engaged by the latter when the same is 
in use. 
In the make-up of a packing body, character 

ized' in accordanceÍ with the principles of this 
invention, the metallic mesh strips composing 
either the core B or peripheral section C or both 
may be of composite character, i. e. the metallic 
mesh fabric may have incorporated therewith 
absorbent material, such as a textile yarn inter 
knitted together with the knittedrmetallic wire, 
as heretofore disclosed in the copending appli 
cation of Alfred M. Goodloe, Ser. No. 384,029,1iled 
March 19, 1941,V or absorbent material interlaid 
with the metallic mesh strips, as_heretofore dis» 
Closed in the above referred to GoodloePatent No. 
2,250,863. i 

If desired the convolved flexible body A may 
be enclosed in an externa1 tubular sheath or 
cover l5, which may comprise a tubular knit 
`sleeve of metallic wire or a composite of metal 
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lic wire and textile strands; such sheath being 
shown in broken line outline in Figs. 1 and 2. 
For some forms of packing structure, a plu 

rality of the bodies A may be braided together 
into a single body of large cross-sectional mass 
and of suitable cross-sectional shape in the typi 
cal manner disclosed in the copending applica 
tion for patent by Alfred M. Goodloe, Ser. No. 
384,029, filed March 19, 1941. 
Having now described my invention, I claim: 
1. A longitudinal flexible packing body com~ 

n prising knitted metallic wire fabric arranged in 
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laterally convolved superposed layers, wherein 
the interengaged knit loops of the fabric lie par 
allel to the longitudinal axis of the body so that 
sliding play is permitted between longitudinally 
adjoined loops toward and from each other, in 
terior layers of said metallic `fabric being knit 
ted from comparatively heavy or coarse metallic 
wire or ribbon to form an internal uniformly 
foraminous cushioning core of substantial com 
pressible resiliency, and outer layers of said me 
tallic fabric being knitted from relatively light 
40r fine metallic wire or ribbon to provide a pe 
ripheral section for sealing effect. 

2. A longitudinal flexible packing body com 
prising knitted metallic wire fabric arranged in 
laterally convolved superposed layers, wherein 
.the interengaged knit loops of the fabric lie par 
allel to the longitudinal axis of the body so that 
sliding play is permitted between longitudinally 
adjoinedloops toward and from each other, in 
terior layers of said metallic fabric being knitted 
from comparatively heavy or coarse` and hard 
metallic wire or ribbon to form an internal uni 
formly foraminous cushioning core of substan 
tial Compressible resiliency, and outer layers of 
said metallic fabric being knitted from relative 
ly light or fine metallic wire or ribbon to pro 
vide a peripheral section for sealing eiîect, said 
peripheral section forming layers being of close 
ly knit mesh but said core forming layers being 
of comparatively large mesh size, whereby the 
core is more openly porous to provide a major 
internal lubricant holding capacity. 

RUSSELL B. KINGMAN. 


